Capsule Technologies and Bosch Create a
Highly Scalable Fully Integrated Storage and
Video Management Solution
Summary
Benefits
• Verified performance with extensive
documentation on testing procedure and
results

• Get more out of BVMS, more cameras
out of a single systems, no external server required

• Integrated solution is fully optimized to
benefit from built-in Bosch BVMS resilience

• Unprecedented performance, up to 640
x HD Cameras and 1160 Mbps with a
single system

Common Use Cases
• Commercial buildings
• Healthcare
• Education
• Others

www.capsule-sa.co.za

Get much more out of Bosch BVMS with Capsule certified and integrated solution, unprecedented scalability without the price
Access to premium security to make the world a safer place is completely legitimate and should not come at
the price of building a complex data center and maintaining dozen of servers. Capsule Technologies mission is
to reduce the complexity by offering more out of Storage / Server solutions with no compromise on an Enterprise class quality surveillance infrastructure.
Surveillance systems must be able to record more cameras, with higher resolutions, allow more Live Views,
more Playbacks of footage with no delay, give access to the data for smart and resource hungry features such
as LPR, Analytics, Facial Recognition.
The best security should be a fundamental human right, the technical complexity usually associated with it
must not be an obstacle. The surveillance infrastructure regardless of its size must be at the service of the users
and not the other way around.
To honor this statement, Capsule is bringing a flexible and highly scalable infrastructure via the CAPS-ICE series
driven by CAPS-OS (Computer Aided Protection and Surveillance Operating System) which Redefines the design
of the core routines responsible for the workflow of the surveillance applications is the pillar of CAPS-OS, firmware of all CAPS-ICE solutions.
Capsule Technologies has certified its CAPS-ICE Series with Bosch Video Management System software (BVMS)
to deliver the fastest integrated storage and video management solution available on the surveillance market.
Designed specifically for Bosch BVMS, Capsule has developed a module for CAPS-OS called CAPS-Target compatible and certified for BOSCH VRM and BOSCH Cameras.

How CAPS-ICE Series NVRs and BVMS work together
Capsule Technologies is developing open storage platform specifically for video surveillance.
Capsule CAPS-ICE series are purpose-built surveillance appliances embedding storage and video management
server functionalities thanks to CAPS-OS, the first real Software Defined Infrastructure for surveillance.
The CAPS-OS module CAPS-Target has been developed especially for BOSCH BVMS to enable unprecedented
performance and scalability.
BOSCH BVMS is a unique enterprise IP video security solution that provides seamless management of digital
video, audio and data across any IP network.
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Featured Products
Capsule CAPS-ICE Series
Capsule CAPS-ICE Series are Hyperconverged Storage Appliances designed for
the surveillance industry. CAPS-ICE Series
are powered by CAPS-OS (Computer Aided
Protection & Surveillance Operating) which
embed CAPS-Target, a specially designed
for BOSCH iSCSI target technologies, not
only fully compatible with BVMS but offering a high level of resiliency and performance scalability.

CAPS-Target offers a unique design to unleash the capabilities of BOSCH VRM and BOSCH Cameras, enabling
simple building block to scale up to 640 x HD Cameras where traditional solutions saturate with 128 x HD cameras for a single storage building block.
CAPS-ICE series enables BOSCH BVMS as a completely integrated solution in a single system eliminating the
need of any management servers and the complicated stack of storage arrays.
Thanks to the certified CAPS-ICE Series, Surveillance professional can request more out of BOSCH BVMS.

CAPS-ICE and BVMS Configuration Layout
Unlike most of the other BOSCH BVMS certified solution, Capsule does NOT use the Microsoft iSCSI gateway.
The configuration below describes the layout of a CAPS-ICE-16 (16-bay) for BVMS and VRM. The hardware of
the machine is partitioned via Capsule CAPS-VM hypervisor and guarantees a QoS per function: a segment of
the machine is allocated to run BVMS central server and VRM working suppressing the need of any external
server, in parallel 4 x other segments are dedicated to 4 x CAPS-Targets (iSCSI targets).
Each CAPS-Target presents a distinct iSCSI target to VRM enabling redundancy and scalability

CAPS-Target, technology developed for BOSCH Direct iSCSI
CAPS-Target is an embedded Virtual Machine developed by Capsule Technologies in charge of providing iSCSI
target fully compatible with BOSCH BVMS and avoiding the usage of Microsoft iSCSI gateway.
To offer unprecedented performance CAPS-target is buffering the recording I/Os coming from the Cameras, reorder the I/O into sequential I/O and then flush them to the allocated RAID pool.
CAPS-target is a zero-conf system, 3 settings are provided to the VM, IP address, IQN and storage volume to be
used. Each CAPS-target instance has a dedicated NIC, no usage of paravirtualization driver is made like other
virtualization solutions.
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BVMS
Bosch Video Management System is a
unique enterprise IP video security solution
that provides seamless management of
digital video, audio, and data across any IP
network. The system is equipped with a
unique embedded resilience. It keeps operations up and running even when both,
Management and Recording Servers fail.
On edge intelligent Video Analyses and the
unmatched recording technology managing
up to 2000 cameras with a single server
dramatically reduces the total cost of ownership.

For more info:
www.capsule-sa.co.za
www.boschsecurity.com
sales@capsule-sa.co.za
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End-to-end Completely Integrated BVMS Configuration
In this example of configuration a CAPS-ICE-24 is at the heart of the Surveillance infrastructure hosting BVMS
Central Server, VRM Server, and scalable iSCSI Storage. CAPS-ICE-24 has been certified and tested with 640 x
720p Cameras for a total recording bandwidth of 1160 Mbps.
CAPS-ICE-24 use 6 x 1 GbE links for the recording and playback traffic. The links operate in parallel of each other.

Summary
Capsule Technologies CAPS-ICE Series are certified solutions for use with Bosch BVMS. Bosch validated the
resilience and the performance of the Capsule solutions.
The verified performance for the CAPS-ICE Series are:

System

Nb of Drives

Max nb Cameras

Max recording bandwidth

CAPS-ICE-8

8

200

360 Mbps

CAPS-ICE-16

16

408

740 Mbps

CAPS-ICE-24

24

640

1160 Mbps

